• Involvement in Treaty & Jewish background = open to extremism
• Major blow to Weimar and 700,000 protest against it – operation consul forced to disband

1923:

8-9 November – Munich Putsch – Right threat – Gov of Bavaria under control of Gustav von Kahr who blamed Germany’s problems on national gov in Berlin (Like Hitler) and wished to destroy republican regime.

• By October 1923 Lossow Commander of Army in Bavaria – fell under Kahr’s spell and began disobeying Defence Minister in Berlin
• Both with Nazi’s planned ‘March on Berlin’
• This began to fail so Hitler decided to push on alone
• 8th November – Hitler stormed into and took control of a large rally which von Kahr was addressing in one of Munich’s Beer Halls and declared a national revolution
• Lossow and Kahr co-operated due to pressure although they had lost their nerve when the armed forces were commanded to resist the putsch.
• 9th November – Nazis had insufficient support and therefore the Bavarian police easily crushed the putsch
• Hitler arrested due to treason.